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Abstract— Predictive Maintenance is one of the various 

applications of IoT to predict the wearing out of a part in a 

Machine by using sensors to reduce the downtime and thus 

reducing the cost that is incurred by the unnecessary 

maintained. This makes us to shift our operations from being 

reactive to proactive. The paper explains how to use the cloud 

services provided by Amazon Web Services so as to reduce 

the initial cost of setting up the infrastructure required and 

also provide with scalable and rapid deployment of the 

project. We would be first using a set of training data to train 

our Machine Learning model and then simulate test data for 

real time predictions. The trained ML model would predict 

the state of machine and trigger the Cloud watch alarm if 

there is a failure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Predictive maintenance refers to the intelligent monitoring of 

equipment to avoid future equipment failures. In contrast to 

conventional preventive maintenance, the maintenance 

schedule is not determined by a prescribed timeline; instead, 

it is determined by analytic algorithms using data collected 

from equipment sensors [1]. It has various applications in 

smart city industries, aerospace, Health and automobiles. 

According to reports, the annual equipment 

maintenance costs up to 40%, so the development of new 

technologies and effective maintenance service strategies 

which can improve productivity and economic efficiency 

equipment is essential[2]. 

The main goal of predictive maintenance is to enable 

pro-active scheduling of corrective work, and thus prevent 

unexpected equipment failure [3]. Predictive Maintenance 

provides the following benefits to the customers and 

manufacturers:- 

 It significantly reduces the downtime by identifying 

issues before failures and thus reducing the loss due to 

lost production time. 

 It reduces the labor and repair cost, increasing the 

efficiency and revenue. 

 Avoids the cost of unnecessary maintenance and 

increases safety. 

Amazon Machine Learning, AWS IoT, Cloud 

Watch, S3 are the tools which we have used. S3 is simple 

storage service which acts as the data source for the training 

of the ML model. Internet of Things (IoT) is a paradigm 

where everyday objects are connected to the Internet. It 

allows devices communication with each other with 

minimum human intervention [4]. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Cloud Manufacturing (CMfg) paradigm is a result of 

combination of cloud computing, the Internet of things, 

service-oriented technologies and high performance 

computing[5].To predict the health of the fleet of machines 

we would be using the Amazon Cloud Platform (AWS) and 

using services IoT, S3, Machine Learning, CloudWatch to 

predict the health of the machines. Analytics tools allow end-

users to harvest the meaningful patterns buried in large 

volumes of structured and unstructured data [6]. 

We first train the ML model by using the training 

data present in the S3 bucket as show in the Fig 1. ML 

algorithms discover patterns in data, and construct 

mathematical models using these discoveries. Then you can 

use the models to make predictions on future data. 

 
Fig. 1: Training of AML Model 

The Fig 2 helps us understand the architecture of the 

cloud services and how they have been integrated for the real 

time predictions. Now that the ML model is trained, test data 

is emitted to the AWS IoT service. This data is then send to 

the ML model that has been trained by the data of the sensors. 

For every corresponding value of the sensors we will be 

having a target value which will determine when the 

CloudWatch alarm will trigger. If the target value is deviated 

from the desired value for a continuous duration of 1 minute, 

this will indicate that the parts of the machine is wearing out 

and maintenance is required. This is notified to us by the 

CloudWatch alarm by either text or email. 

 
Fig. 2: Real Time Predictions 

To generate the text or email message, the AWS 

SNS service is used whenever the alarm is triggered. We 

would also be using the AWS Identity Access Management 

service to create policies and rules written in JSON which 

helps us in controlling access to our resources in a secure 

manner. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Training of ML model 

We upload the training data into the S3 bucket. The ML 

model is trained using the input data present is S3. The 

training data is the result of device simulating a thing with 7 

sensors. Some of the sensors measurements are correlated to 

the condition of a wearing part. 

The Fig 3 represents the numeric attributes of the 

training data which include the correlations to the target, 

mean, range and the median of the training data set. The 

training data is complete and has no invalid and missing 

values. 
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Now that the ML model has been trained, we enable 

the end point of our ML model so that it may receive the 

messages that have been published from the AWS IoT. The 

enabling of the end point of ML model is a crucial step as it 

enables the ML model to do real time predictions. 

 
Fig. 3: Numeric attributes of the training data 

B. Simulation of Test Data 

After the ML model has been trained, we emit the test data 

using a python script and AWS Command Line Interface to 

AWS IoT. We would be using AWS Python SDK (boto3) to 

emit the lines from the test data set. The packages that are 

being used are pandas and NumPy. The AWS IoT collects the 

data and then sends it to the ML model which uses the data 

source to compare the test data and provides with the 

prediction of the state of machine. 

The target variable for our classification data set is 

zero. If the thing is within 30 cycles of failure the target value 

is set to 1. If the target value is 1 for a period of 1 minute the 

CloudWatch alarm goes off. The graph in the figure shows 

that the threshold is set to maintenance-status >= 1 for a time 

duration of 1 minute. An action is associated whenever the 

threshold value is met which in this case is sending of a 

message in the form of email to the concerned authority. 

 
Fig. 4: State of alarm triggered 

The Fig 4 shows us the state of alarm, which gets 

triggered by crossing the threshold value. We can also see that 

the specified action associated with the alarm is the 

generation of an email to my email-id using the AWS SNS 

service. This service is initiated when the alarm is triggered 

and sends an email to the concerned personnel, to notify that 

the machine requires maintenance. 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

This paper helps us in understanding the applications of 

predictive maintenance in various industries. The quality of a 

product greatly depends on the proper functioning of the 

machines on which they are being produced. Also, the use of 

cloud computing services makes the implementation much 

convenient and quick, without the requirement of setting up 

of dedicated servers and storage on our own work site. In 

addition to this we only have to pay for the services that we 

use over the cloud. By applying the concept of  predictive 

maintenance in various industries such as automotive, 

aerospace, health, and smart city industries, just to name a 

few. The use of predictive maintenance technique would 

greatly influence the amount spend on maintenance by the 

industries and reduce them by a significant amount. 
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